The World Federation of Science Journalists (WFSJ) provides ongoing training and support for new and seasoned reporters around the world. In partnership with Wiley, we are pleased to introduce to our 59-member associations representing 10,000 science journalists globally an educational series of webinars called Science Talks that are brought to you by The Wiley Network.

The next Science Talks on Understanding HIV/AIDS for Accurate News Reporting with the International AIDS Society, will take place on Tuesday 25 September 2018 at 11:00 am ET.

In this session media will learn:

• A brief history of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
• What regions are most affected by HIV/AIDS, areas with an uptick in reported cases and the reasons for regional disparities
• How countries respond to the epidemic and the most effective tactics being used in the fight against HIV and AIDS
• Why the current approach to confronting the HIV/AIDS epidemic is drawing criticism; who are those critics and what is their impact on prevention and treatment options
• What treatments are available now and in the future
• Which sources of information are most reliable for journalists reporting on HIV and AIDS

The webinar will include time for questions and answers.

HOW TO REGISTER?

Science Talks webinars are complimentary to WFSJ members. Register for Science Talks today!

MISSED IT?

If you are not able to attend the live one-hour session the webinars will be recorded for later viewing on the WFSJ website.
ABOUT THE SPEAKERS

**Dr. Marlène Bras** completed her Ph.D. degree in 2006 at the Pasteur Institute (Paris, France) where she studied the molecular mechanisms of programmed cell death in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. She later worked as a post-doctorate fellow at the Biochemistry department of the University of Lausanne (Switzerland), studying the negative regulation of the immune system. Between 2009 and 2013; she worked in the Antiviral Immunity, Biotherapy and Vaccines unit at the Pasteur Institute as a Research Scientist. Her research focused on the impact of HIV-1 on NK-pDC crosstalk, and the consequences on both viral innate immunity and cell death induction. Marlène Bras became Managing Editor of the Journal of the International AIDS Society in 2014 and Executive Editor in 2016.

**Dr. Kenneth Mayer** trained in Internal Medicine at Beth Israel Hospital (1977-80) and in Infectious Diseases and Molecular Epidemiology at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (1980-83). As the founding Medical Research Director of Fenway Health, he created a community health research program that has developed an international reputation for its capability to conduct community-based research. He is currently a Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School, a Professor in Global Health and Population at the Harvard TC Chan School of Public Health and Attending Physician and Director of HIV Prevention Research at Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital. Starting in 1994, he has been a Principal Investigator of NIH-funded HTVN, HPTN, MTN, and ATN clinical trials units, focusing on bio-behavioural HIV prevention research. He has co-authored more than 800 peer-reviewed publications, co-authored the first text on AIDS for the general public and has co-edited 5 academic texts. He has served on the national boards of amfAR, HIVMA, and GLMA, was a member of the CDC/HRSA HIV/AIDS Advisory Committee and is currently an Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the International AIDS Society and serves on the PEPFAR Scientific Advisory Board.

**Dr. Annette Sohn** is the Director of TREAT Asia and a Vice President of amfAR – The Foundation for AIDS Research (amfAR.org). She is based in Bangkok, Thailand, where she oversees the implementation of TREAT Asia’s portfolio of HIV research, education and training, and community advocacy and policy activities. Research is conducted in collaboration with a network of adult and pediatric clinical sites in 14 countries and territories across the region that are part of the US National Institutes of Health’s International Epidemiology Databases to Evaluate AIDS (IeDEA) global cohort consortium (iedea.org). Her own research focuses on long-term treatment outcomes of children and adolescents, and transitions from pediatric to adult HIV care. She is a member of the World Health Organization’s Strategic and Technical Advisory Committee on HIV and Viral Hepatitis (STAC HIV-HEP) and Global Validation Advisory Committee (GVAC) on Elimination of Mother-to-Child Transmission of HIV and Syphilis. She joined the Journal of the International AIDS Society as a co-Editor-in-Chief in March 2018. Dr. Sohn is a graduate of Wellesley College, received her medical degree from the University of California, Los Angeles, and did her general pediatrics and pediatric infectious diseases sub-specialty training at the University of California, San Francisco. She retains an appointment as an assistant clinical professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of California, San Francisco.

ABOUT THE WILEY NETWORK

Wiley believes the most successful individuals never stop learning. The Wiley Network draws on trusted Wiley authors, partners, and subject matter experts as well as professional leaders to share their knowledge and experiences to support learning and professional growth. Explore contributions from industry thought-leaders—from those with years of experience to those just starting out. Take advantage of white papers, infographics, interviews, opinion pieces, industry updates, videos, and more to help you stay ahead of the changing world. Customize your experience on [The Wiley Network](https://www.wiley.com) site by selecting your favourite subjects and interests.

**About Wiley**

Wiley is a global leader in education and scholarly research. Our online scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, combined with our digital learning, assessment and certification solutions help universities, learned societies, businesses, governments and individuals increase the academic and professional impact of their work. For more than 210 years, we have delivered consistent performance to our stakeholders. The company’s website can be accessed at [www.wiley.com](http://www.wiley.com).